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Abstract: This ongoing research is about translating and deciphering ancient texts (Tianjing)about a connection between humans,
earth and space, then using this information in practice. This knowledge was hidden for the majority of 2000 years due to the specific
medical language of that time which used meanings of characters that were different to popular meanings. This is an introduction into a
unique research programme that will show an effective medical treatment which harnesses the energy resulting from the rotation of the
planet.
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Nan Jing Classic of difficult issues-Deciphering the text
This paper is about translating and deciphering ancient Chinese
texts (Tianjing) about a connection between humans, earth and space,
then using this information in practice. The first difficulty explains
that the internal zong qi 榮 and external wei qi 衛 move through
vascular connections through the vessel on the wrist known as
cunkou 寸 口 an exact amount of times.
The first difficulty states that pulsations move through all 12
vascular connections and are observable on the radial artery of the
wrist, an area called cunkou 寸 口.
It is used for the diagnosis of the five full and six empty organs,
rules of death and life, faith and luck.
How can this be explained?
Cunkou 寸 口 is a precise location on the radial artery on the
wrist where all of the vessels meet with the radial artery. It is a place
where we can observe pulsation.
In a human during one “pulse inhalation,” the observable
pulsation moves a distance of three cun 寸 (Chinese inch) along the
artery, during one “pulse exhalation,” the observable pulsation
travels a distance of three cun 寸 along the artery.
An exhalation and an inhalation of the pulse make one “pulse
breath” and in that breath the pulsation travels a total of six cun 寸 .
During one night and one day (24 hours), humans perform 13500
“pulse breaths” and the pulsation travels around the body 50 times,
exactly the same amount of time it takes a water clock to pass 100
cuts 刻. During this time internal Zhong qi 榮 and external wei qi
衛 travel through both the yin and yang vascular connections 25
times. One cycle is when the pulsation circulates 50 times through
cunkou 寸 口, the place where this travel starts and finishes.
Cunkou 寸 口 indicates the condition of the five full and 6 empty
organs.
一 難 論 first difficulty explains
寸 口 脈 cunkou vessel
與 gives
經 脈 vascular connection
榮 衛 zhong and wei qi
度 數 exact amount of times
一 難 曰 ：first difficulty states
十 二 經 皆 each of 12 meridians
有 動 脈 ，have /power/to move pulses

獨 and they as one
取 achieve
寸 口 ， cunkou.
以 Using it
決 to determine rules of
五 藏 five organs
六 府 six visceras,
死生 /rules/ of death and life
吉 凶 之 法 ，of fate and luck
何 謂 也 ？how does it happen?
然 ： explanation
寸 口 者 ，precisely cunkou
脈 之 大 會 ，is great meeting of all vessels
手 太 陰 with pulse movement of hand Tae yin /Lung
Meridian/
之 脈 動也 。/pulse movement of/
人 一 呼 in a man for one exhale
脈 行 三 寸 ，pulsation travels 3 cun
一 吸 for one inhalation
脈 行 三 寸 ，pulsation travels 3 cun
呼 吸 exhale and inhale
定 息 ，make a breath
脈 行 六寸 。and pulsation travels 6 cun
人 一 日 一 夜 ，man makes during one day and one night
凡 /every/
一 萬 one ten thousand
三 千 three thousand
五 百 息 ，five hundred /13500/ breaths
脈 行 pulsation travels
五 十 度 , fifty times /28,8 min each/
周 於 身 。 circulating in the body
漏 水 /when/ water clock passes
下 百 刻 ,under one hundred cuts ke /14,4 min/
榮 衛 Zhong and wei /chi/
行 陽 二 十 五 度 , travel through yang 25 times 行 陰
亦 二 十 五度 , travels through yin25 times
為 一 周 也 。it makes one cycle
故 五 十 度 this is why /they circulate/50 times
復 會 and meet again
於 手 太 陰 in Shou Tae yin /Lung meridian/
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者 ，at cun kou, place of finish and start
qi of five organs
and six fu
終 始 ，place of final and start
this is why by rule
they get into
也 。cunkou

Connections found in early writing
The earliest Chinese writings from around 1500 BC depict a
complex system of characters that evolved from a non-linguistic
symbolic system present during the Late-Neolithic era (3000 BC).
Here are some of them (fig. 1):

take with him into the afterlife a few acupuncture needles made with
best conducting metals.

We use these conductive metals to provide

the best connections in the most sophisticated electronic devices
today.

The ancient needles found are different to those that we use

now. First of all they are made from silver and gold. Secondly, these
needles had very long, heavy handles and short puncturing shafts,
making it impossible to leave them in the skin, so the retention of
needles in the skin during treatment during that period of time was
much shorter than now.

The only way to use these needles is to

puncture the skin with one needle on an acupuncture point, removing
it and moving on to puncture the next point. (This method is
different to most current acupuncture practices that use multiple
needles that are retained in the skin for a longer duration). Some of
these ancient needles had a blunt point to only administer contact to
the skin without puncturing it. So how did acupuncture start and why
did the ancient Chinese decide to choose this strange treatment?
Chinese findings which led to the invention of acupuncture
The Pulse

Figure 1
一 One stroke, one, represents unity, the source of all beings or
heaven above man, the highest of things.

Shows an ancient doctor measuring their own pulse on their
right and left wrists.（fig. 3） More than 2600 years ago Chinese
people discovered through palpation that the pulse was stronger on

二 Two strokes, two, is the number of the earth, making a pair

right wrist than on the left. A few minutes after the start of palpation,

with heaven. The vertical line 工 connecting heaven and earth

they noticed that pulse on left wrist became stronger than on the

produces an ancient square representing work, skill and labour which

right. These changes were happening non-stop with exact regularity

give shape to all things.

of 28.8 minutes. What was most remarkable was that these changes

三 Three strokes, three, is the number of Heaven, earth and

were happening simultaneously on all people living in the same

humanity, the three powers. A vertical line 王 means king, the one,

latitude. The ancient Chinese realized that this happens due to some

the person who connects heaven, earth and humanity together.

astronomical interactions which affect human circulation. They
named it “Qi flow,” 氣, or breath due to its regularity and have

How it began

written extensively about this phenomena in their classic Chinese

In 1968 two tombs were found in what is now known as

acupuncture writings; Ling Shu, Nan Jing, Mai Jing.

At the start of

Mancheng County in the Hebei province of China. They were the

this article a chapter of NanJing was shown describing this

first undisturbed royal Western Han tombs ever discovered and

mysterious effect.

belonged to the king/prince Liu Sheng (died 113 BC). Liu Sheng's
tomb contained over 2,700 burial objects, bronze and iron items
being predominant along with objects made of gold, silver, and jade.
The picture on the left depicts gold and silver acupuncture needles
found in the tomb, indicating that acupuncture was known more than
2200 years ago (fig. 2). However, this medical technique was very
different from one we know now.

Figure 3
Self-pulse taking
So what did the ancient Chinese find in the pulse? They
discovered a few periods of time during the day that affect human
Figure 2
Ancient acupuncture needles 113 BC
For some reason the ancient Chinese king/prince decided to

blood circulation:
1.The first of them has a length of 12 hours; they named it the
“victory of yin” 陰乘 or “victory of yang” 陽乘. A more correct
term for this is to say that it represents one period of the earth’s
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the sun is caused by the sun’s magnetic field interacting with the

2.The Chinese named another two cycles the “25 yin” 陰亦

Earth (fig. 5). Electrons move from one pole to another in a curve

二十五度 and “25 yang” 陽二十五度 cycles. It is more correct to

along the sun’s magnetic field lines. According to the right hand rule,

say that they are 25 periods of 57.6 minutes long, each having 28.8

the magnetic field appears around these curving lines:

minute yin and 28.8 minute yang half periods. In ancient China there

current can pass through a straight wire or a magnetic field line. The

were 25 hours in a day.

thumb points in the direction of the conventional current (from

an electric

3.The third type of cycle was 14.4 minutes long and was called

positive to negative), and the fingers curve in the direction of the

“one cut” or “one ke” 刻. Each 57.8 minute cycle has two 28.8

magnetic field lines of the electric current, showing a directional

yin and yang half periods; and each of those half periods have two

vector for the rotating force. This rotation force may explain rotation

quarter periods known as ke 刻, they are quarters of ancient Chinese

of the earth around its axis.

hour.
4.The last period is 6.4 seconds long and is known as the
“breath” 息 of the pulse. There are 13500 breaths of the pulse in
24 hours.
The change in blood circulation was so significant and visible
under simple palpation that the Chinese were able to adjust their
Figure 5

water clocks (fig. 4) according to their pulse. Chinese water clocks
or “clepsydra” were a timepiece in which time was measured by the

Sun’s field rotating the earth

regulated flow of liquid out from a vessel. Time was measured

Also, the Earth is a magnet with positive and negative poles (fig.

through reading the cuts (ke) marked on the wall of the vessel where

6). These poles are moved away from the axis of rotation by

the level of the water indicated the time. From about 200 BC

thousands of kilometres. This makes the Earth become a rotating

onwards, the outflow clepsydra was replaced almost everywhere in

magnet similar to one of a dynamo machine. Beams of electrons are

China by the inflow type with an indicator-rod borne on a float. This

permanently flowing from the Sun and pass this rotating magnet

means that the Chinese text mentioned earlier (Nan Jing Classic of

transforming direct current into alternating current.

difficult issues) was written before 200BC, around 2200 years ago.

alternating current has become a “source of life” on Earth; the

This

ancient Chinese named it the flow of Qi. For example, during the
first moments of its life, an embryo passes a stage of cell cycles
when cells multiply synchronically every 28.8 minutes as mentioned
earlier.

As the speed of the earth’s rotation is different every day

and astronomical time doesn’t take into account social time shown
on our watches, scientific studies say that the first periods of a cell’s
multiplication is close to 30 minutes. Cells respond to astronomical
time and their division is dependent on Earth’s rotation sometimes
Figure 4

being a little bit faster or slower.

Ancient Chinese water clock
The oldest references date the use of the water-clock in China to
the 6th century BC. Water clocks were important to the study of
astronomy as they were indicative of astronomical changes and had
25 hours for one day and night.

All changes in the pulse at 12

hours, 28.8 min, 14.4 min, 6 sec, happen simultaneously for all
people in the same latitude, these changes are dependent on the
moment of the solar noon, making people the most exact
astronomical clock. The ancient Chinese reproduced these
astronomical changes that were reflected in the pulse into a
mechanical device, the water clocks.
So why does our blood circulation change so regularly?
Astronomical connection

Figure 6
Transformation of direct current into alternating curren
Due to different chromosomes lengths, the pulses of males with
XY chromosomes and of females with XX chromosomes react
differently. Males have a stronger pulse on their right wrist whereas
females have a stronger on the left. The ancient Chinese also were
aware of this phenomenon that differentiated masculine and
feminine pulses.
Meridians
So how can the human body receive these long astronomical

The pulse changes due to the rotation of the Earth around its
axis and its rotation around the Sun. We live inside a gigantic
dynamo machine.

The rotation of the Earth about its axis around

waves caused by the rotation of the earth?

The longest

astronomical antenna for reception of radio waves from space is in
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New Mexico, and its length is about 8000 km. To receive long waves

tissues, especially in the blood, producing chronic intoxication.

the human body uses its own neurovascular antenna (fig, 7,8). If we
put all the vessels of one human in a line, its length will be 120000
km, enough to wrap around the earth three times. These vessels are
partially filled with red blood cells; each cell has iron, a perfect
conductor for a receiving antenna.

The vessels react to the

electromagnetic changes resulting from the rotation of the Earth and
the ancient Chinese were able to perceive it by palpating the pulse.
The system of these vessels was named Jing Mai, 經 脈 or
“ vascular connection, ” known in the West as acupuncture

Figure 10.

meridians. How the ancient Chinese discovered these acupuncture

Mother +foetal vascular antennas

meridians or vascular connections was unknown till today. No one
could understand or reproduce the method which the Chinese used to
draw charts of meridians until now.

Figure 11
Figure 7
Simple dipole antenna

Bronze vessels
The ancient Chinese used a scraping technique known as
“guasha” for treatment, hygiene, and detox. Rubbing the skin with a
silver, gold, copper or stone scraper rich with the aforementioned
minerals produced long black lines on the surface of skin.

This is

due to an electrolysis effect between two metals occurring, a
chemical reaction was happening with the help of an electric current.
As we already know, the human body has an electric voltage and
contact between two bodies with different voltages will produce an
electric current which will start a chemical reaction between silver
and lead; the lead being previously absorbed by the body of the
Figure 8
Here is how they discovered the meridians. Each human being
has an electrical voltage which can be measured on the surface of the

patient and stored in their tissues.
Arteries and veins run up and down the length of our bodies
into each extremity. These two vascular systems are linked together
by capillaries. Capillaries carry oxygenated blood from the arteries

skin. Previously it was believed that this voltage appears as result of

into tissues and then into veins. These spaces in between the arteries

rubbing tissues during movement. (fig. 9) Now we know that we

and veins where the capillaries lie are called the meridians.

have antennas receiving energy from space in form of waves. We can

Meridians run in parallel with the arteries and veins and are a place

measure the voltage of any human being in micro volts using a

of toxin build up.

voltmeter. More vascular antennas like capillaries fill during

Most of the lead settles in the exchanging points of capillaries,

physical exercises, receiving more energy and increasing the voltage

where it arrives in arterioles and passes into venules, a place where

of a person. Some people such as pregnant women may have a

the blood current is the slowest, vascular resistance is great and

higher voltage in the millivolts range (fig. 10). This is because their
vascular antenna together with the vascular antenna of the foetus and
the vascular body of the placenta receive much more energy as the
antenna becomes many times longer. The ancient Chinese were

metal can be absorbed by the surrounding tissue, remaining there
(fig. 12). On the surface of the skin, the accumulation of metal
formed long lines indicating where the meridians Jing Mai 經 脈
are found (fig. 13).

harnessing this voltage for acupuncture. From the Zhou Dynasty
1046 – 256 BC the ancient Chinese people started to use bronze.
Most of their kitchenware was made of bronze; bronze jars for
cooking, bronze jars for food storage, bronze vessels for sacrifices
(fig. 11). To make production of this bronze ware easier, the Chinese
added lead, making copper softer. The more lead added, the softer
the metal, the easier it is to work.

Because of its prevalence in day

to day objects, lead became stored in the body in many organs,

Figure 12
Lead stops in tissues
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rich blood clotted in the wound, producing a semi-permanent iron
conductor, a “needle,” connecting the vessel and the external
electromagnetic field. These “semi-permanent needles” or blood
clots slowly dissipated giving a long lasting effect.

Ancient cutting stones and wooden needles
Figure 14
Later small needles were used for treatment. These primitive
acupuncture needles that were made of wood, stone or fish bones
weren’t electric conductors either. However puncturing produced a
round wound with much less blood loss during the procedure.
The use of metal needles (fig. 14) has produced a dramatic
change in the effectiveness of acupuncture. Gold and silver needles

Meridians

which were originally used were excellent electric conductors. These

Figure 13
These vascular connections were identified as yin, running from
the bottom of the body to the top like veins, and yang running from
the top to the bottom of the body like arteries.

Veins contain the

greatest part of the blood in human body; this blood has little oxygen

metal needles became thinner and their electrical conductivity could
connect a vascular system of a patient 120000km in length with that
of a practitioner giving much stronger reception and more effective
therapeutic outcome. (figure. 15)

and it makes it react easier to electromagnetic changes, unlike
arterial blood. This works in a similar way to dipole antenna (fig.
7,8).
The human body through the vascular connection of Jing Mai
經 脈 works synchronically with the electromagnetic waves that
occur due to the rotation of the earth and the interaction between the
Earth and Sun. The rotation of the Earth is not constant; it does not
Two antennas connected

rotate with same pace around its axis making it almost impossible to
keep the vascular connection Jing Mai 經

脈

Figure 15

perfectly

Ancient practitioners only used one metal needle for an entire

synchronised with the waves produced by this rotation.
Incrementally, different parts of the meridian system become
unsynchronised with the “life creating force” or Qi flow leading to

treatment, puncturing all points, step by step, with the same needle.
This kind of procedure would keep two vascular antennas in
constant connection as shown in figure 15. Many acupuncture

sickness, ageing and death.

needles were blunt and thick and weren’t used for skin penetration.

Invention of acupuncture

Skin contact alone was sufficient for a strong therapeutic effect.

The ancient Chinese invented a remarkable method of treatment

These needle insertions or skin contact in the active area of a

separating Chinese medicine from any other medicine of the world.

vascular connection produced immediate changes in the pulse. This

They decided to connect the external “life creating force” and the

pulse change indicated that the system of vascular connection

human body. Early Chinese doctors knew that the external

became synchronised with external electromagnetic waves.

electromagnetic forces influence the pulse, so they wanted to

2400 years ago, early acupuncturists treating patients this way

connect this external force which creates life on the Earth and rotates

were treating all diseases; they weren’t limited to only treating one

all the planets in our solar system with the pulse.

disease in particular.

The early

Chinese observed that the pulse is the flow of blood through vessels.

Human beings use energy in order to live and it is the sun’s

Electric conductors were not available to the ancient Chinese at that

energy which is absorbed by, and stored in the earth. Humans then

time so they could not craft metal needles, consequently early

take this energy up as food, nutrients and so on. The ancient Chinese

acupuncture treatments were a variation of bloodletting.

developed an original method that allowed them to directly receive

Around 4000 years ago sharp stones (fig. 14) were used to

energy from space in order to treat any condition, improve health,

make a small cut in the skin of the patient, slicing a superficial vessel,

and prolong active years of life without having to go through the

inducing bleeding, which was then stopped almost immediately. Iron

middle man Earth. This method was referred to as “Internal
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Alchemy”. Thanks to this research we now know how to connect
humans with forces that exist between the Earth, Sun and Space. By
synchronising any human with these forces, we can improve their
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in acupuncture.
This research in summery shows that

health and prolong an active life. (fig. 1) Take for example the

- Our bodies have a physical vascular connection that allow us

patient in figure 16 suffering from the incurable disease Vasculitis.

to receive energy from the electromagnetic changes occur from

The patient who is now in remission is freed from symptoms; they

interaction between the Sun and Earth.

were treated only by acupuncture and the results were achieved in
one acupuncture session.

- Mechanisms for how our body increases its voltage due to the
increase of function in our vascular connections, in other words; the

The original ancient Chinese medical language that described
these methods used wordings and metaphors written with the
purpose to be understood only by a closed circle of medical

expansion of capillaries.
- Our body works as an exact astronomical clock that was used
by the ancient Chinese to measure time.

professionals. The meaning of this language was lost for millennia;

It shows that the ancient Chinese were using relative, not

this is shown in the commentaries of different authors who attempted

absolute time, which was changed depending on the acceleration or

to decipher these books over the last two thousand years.

deceleration of the rotation of the Earth.
- How the ancient Chinese were able to use the energy of
astronomical electromagnetic changes to treat any disease.
- How the ancient Chinese could prolong life inducing a
patient’s body into synchrony with astronomical electromagnetic
changes.
- Important human-planetary relationships which are important
in space medicine which must be taken in account during space
travel.
- Organisms receive energy necessary for their life not only
from reserves stored on the planet, but also directly from space.
- The ancient Chinese documented incredible discoveries they
made due to particular developments in human thought and

Figure 16
Now after two thousand years of completely ignoring this
research, we have been provided with priceless information about

observation that contemporary people rarely use.
- Ancient civilizations valued more highly the development of
the human being instead of the development of tools.

how with only manual pulse palpation we can determine in which

- We still have a huge amount of useful knowledge stored in

stage of the rotational cycle we are in and from that we can

ancient archives unknown to contemporary people and which

determine how to treat a patient. It shows us which part of our

requires intensive exploration.

neurovascular antenna is more sensitive for reception and for

- Due to the development of human thought we lost the ability

treatment at that certain point in time. It shows which part of the

to comprehend these ancient texts, and so simple translations or

vascular antenna is suffering from changes, making it less receptive.

interpretations are not often useful even for native Chinese speakers.

It shows which part of the vascular antenna we need to use for a

The decoding technique used in this research helped unveil a huge

treatment to restore the synchrony of the entire vascular system with

amount of information that was concealed from us for more than

global electromagnetic changes. It shows how to detect early

2000 years in texts that are open for public reading.

changes in affected areas to quickly return them to their normal
functions.
This research, for the first time demonstrates empirical,
reproducible results of measurable changes in the human circulation
due to astronomical interactions between the Earth and Sun. These
circulatory changes may be used in conventional medicine, not only

- We are still on the verge of amazing discoveries of simple
methods that will dramatically improve the quality and length of
human life.

